
ON POWERS OF REAL NUMBERS (mod 1)

DAVID G. CANTOR

Suppose X and 0 are real numbers, X>0 and 0> 1. Denote by dn the

unique integer satisfying X0"<¿„ + l/2 ^Xön + 1, so that dn is the

"nearest" integer to X9n, and put e„=X0n — dn. It is not known for

which pairs X, 0 does e„—»0 as «—»oo. If ]£^¡°-o | e»| 2< °°, or if 0 is

algebraic and e„—*0, then 0 is a PV number [2] (i.e. an algebraic inte-

ger whose conjugates have absolute value less than one) and X is a

number in the field of 0. It follows from [l] and the Fatou-Hurwitz

theorem, that if the function X)"=o ei2" is °f bounded characteristic

in \z\ < 1, then 0 is an algebraic integer, and that all of its conjugates

have absolute value no greater than one. Finally, by a result of Pisot,

if X>1 and |e„| =" [2e0(0 + l)(l+log X)]-1 for all «^0, then 0 is an

algebraic integer [3].

The purpose of this note is to give a slight generalization of the

last-mentioned result of Pisot and obtain new arithmetic conditions

on the | e„| which will guarantee that 0 is algebraic.

Put ô„i = supmïi XX+m | e»| and 5» = 5„,0.

Theorem. Suppose that for some «èl,

0- 1
(1) X1'^ <-

4(0 + 1)02

and

(2) X8" = ôniO + 1).

Then 0 is an algebraic integer whose conjugates have absolute value no

greater than 1.

Proof. By (1),

1                 21/"02
->-,

2X1'"5n(0 +1)      0-1

hence by (2),

1/1 1   \      21"*02

X^-VA^tf + 1)      2X0-/     0 - 1

or
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(3) (1Y'Y1hIY_!_L)
W    V    6    Aô„(0 + 1)       2X0»/

>

Now let a and b be positive real numbers satisfying a<l/(2X),

&<((0-l)/0)(l/5n(0 + l)-1/2X0"),

(4) a}i»b > 9.

They exist by (3). Denote by x = (x0,xi, • ■ • , xn) a point, in Euclidean

(« + 1)-dimensional space. The volume of the region satisfying

(5)

and

(6)

¿x,0 < a

Xi\ <b,       for B ̂  i ^ n - 1,

is 2n+1bna/8n>2n+1 by (4). Since the region defined by (5) and (6) is

convex and symmetric with respect to 0, there exists, by Minkowski's

convex-body theorem, a point x with integral coordinates satisfying

(5) and (6). By (5) and (6),

| xn | < Q~n(a + xo + XiB + ■ ■ ■ + Xn-10"-1)

a b
< — +

- 1

Hence |x¿| <a/6n+bd/(B-\) for O^i^n. Now,

23 Xidi^ X   £ x¿0«'   +£ xm

< \a +

Í-0

60/a 60   \
(— + - )«..
\0" 0-1/

Since Xa<l/2, and

\0» + 0 - 1/ 5" < \2X0" + \Ô„(0 + 1)      2X0" // 5"

<
1

<

0+1

1

| 22?_o xidi\ <1 and, being an integer, is 0. We now proceed indue-
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tively. Suppose   XXo *idm-i+< = 0. Since ¿r=X0r

— er+0er_i=0dr_i —er+0er_i, we have

■er = 0(X0r-1-er_i)

2     Xid;m-f t 2*¿í771— 1+t

+ 7 j %i£m,-\-i + e /] Xitm-l+i
i=0

(a be   \

< 1.

Since XX 0 *Ai+« is an integer, it is 0. It follows that 2m-o dmzm is

a rational function; by the Fatou-Hurwitz theorem, it can be written

in the form ^4(z)/P(z) where Aiz) and Biz) are polynomials with

integral coefficients and P(0) = 1. Since 1/0 is a root of Biz), 6 is an

algebraic integer; since A(z)/B(z) —X/(l —0z) = ^Z^-o e»2m is regular

in the unit disk, 1/0 is the only root of Biz) in the unit disk; hence

all conjugates of 0 have absolute value no greater than one.

Remark. If Xjäl, then condition (1) of the theorem implies condi-

tion (2).

Corollary. Suppose lim» sup £m-« | em\ <(0-l)/4(0+l)03. Then

6 is an algebraic integer whose conjugates have absolute value no greater

than one.

Proof. Clearly S„,n<(0-l)/4(0+l)03, for all sufficiently large ».

Put X' =X0n and apply the theorem to X' and 0. Condition (1) becomes

Xl/n05„,„<(0-l)/4(0 + l)02, while condition (2) is satisfied whenever

« is large enough. Since X1/n—>1 as w—* 00, the hypotheses of the theo-

rem are satisfied.
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